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Abstract
Oil discoveries, paired with delays in production, have created a new phenomenon:
sustained post-discovery, pre-production periods. While research on the resource curse
has debated the effects of oil on governance and conflict, less is known about the political effects of oil discoveries absent production. Using comprehensive electoral data
from Uganda and a difference-in-difference design with heterogeneous effects, we show
that oil discoveries increased electoral support for the incumbent chief executive in
localities proximate to discoveries, even prior to production. Moreover, the biggest
effects occurred in localities that were historically most electorally competitive. Overall, we show that the political effects of oil discoveries vary subnationally depending
on local political context and prior to production, with important implications for
understanding the roots of the political and conflict curses.
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Introduction

Since the early 2000s, technological innovations in oil and gas extraction, coupled with
record-level investments in natural resource exploration, have culminated in a number of
‘giant’ discoveries (Bhattacharyya et al., 2017).1 While some of these discoveries have taken
place in traditional oil exporting countries like Angola and Nigeria, others have occurred
in low income countries with no previous discoveries (Zhang et al., 2019). In sub-Saharan
Africa alone, 12 countries—including Kenya, Ghana, and Uganda—have become prospective
oil and gas exporters. Across these countries, the average expected annual gross value of
resources discovered since 2001 (as a percentage of 2000 GDP) is 81 percent (Mihalyi and
Scurfield, 2020).
Nevertheless, the average period between discovery and production in these countries
is often lengthy—about 12 years on average—due to the technical and logistical challenges
of extraction; protracted negotiations with investors and multinational oil companies; and
the slow process of creating regulatory, legal, and institutional frameworks to govern the
extractive sector (Mihalyi and Scurfield, 2020). Increasingly, countries find themselves in
prolonged post-discovery, pre-production periods in which the presence of oil and gas reserves
are known, expectations about future revenue flows are being formed, but no actual resource
extraction is happening.
Large discoveries of oil and gas and sustained pre-production periods raise important
questions about how new resource endowments impact the political and economic trajectories
of low-income countries before revenues even begin to arrive (Frynas and Buur, 2020). There
is growing evidence that governments, firms, and citizens change their behavior in the preproduction period in anticipation of future earnings (Arezki et al., 2017; Cust and Mensah,
2020). Yet, to date, the nascent ‘pre-production’ (or ‘pre-source curse’) literature has focused
almost exclusively on economic outcomes (e.g. Harding et al., 2020). Few studies, if any,
have analyzed the electoral consequences for incumbent leaders of giant discoveries in the
pre-production period.
Our study aims to address this lacuna for three reasons. First, the pre-production period is a critical time when the regulatory, legal, and institutional framework governing the
extractive sector is established (Langer et al., 2019; Lee and Dupuy, 2018). Oil discoveries
that increase political gains for an incumbent president could mean less public pressure to
constrain executive authority at a critical juncture, contributing to the kind of weak institutional environment widely associated with the resource curse (Menaldo, 2016). This makes
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Giant fields are those with at least 500 million barrels of recoverable reserves (Khan et al.,
2016).
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it an important period to understand in its own right.
Second, the vast resource curse literature cannot necessarily explain the pre-production
period because it focuses on mechanisms that require the existence of actual resource revenue. For instance, while there is evidence that resource windfalls strengthen autocratic
rule (Beblawi and Luciani, 1987), weaken accountability in democracies (Aslaksen, 2010),
and increase corruption and patronage (Robinson et al., 2006), such outcomes are often attributed to the existence of rents that allow leaders to substitute for domestic taxation, fund
investments in a repressive security apparatus, or buy political support (Ross, 2001). Less
is known about whether and how the promise of future resource wealth affects incumbents’
political prospects before revenue has actually started to arrive.
Third, to the extent that discoveries do impact the electoral prospects of incumbents,
whether they increase or decrease popular support is hard to predict. Electoral gains or
losses in the pre-production period depend on how citizens and leaders interact over the
benefits and costs of production. Leaders could enjoy increased support if they make credible
promises of future spending or if voters preemptively seek to signal loyalty in the hopes of
securing future benefits (Gottlieb et al., 2019). Conversely, oil discoveries could reduce
support if promises are not viewed as credible, if expected pre-production benefits (like more
jobs) fail to materialize, or if some pre-production costs (like forced dislocation to enable
extraction) do emerge (Kiiza et al., 2011). Critically, citizen-leader interaction over such
costs and benefits—and consequently the scope for electoral gains or losses—is often more
intense in localities proximate to a discovery (Ahmad and Mottu, 2003), which points to
the importance of examining subnational geographic variation in pre-production changes in
incumbent electoral support.
In light of the above, this paper examines how giant oil discoveries impact electoral
support for an incumbent chief executive. We use high quality data from the single case
of Uganda and a difference-in-differences design to examine the change in electoral support
for the country’s long-time chief executive in localities that are proximate to oil discoveries
(‘oil localities’) compared to those that are more distant (‘non-oil localities’). Our empirical
strategy leverages for causal inference two important features of oil discoveries: they are
uncertain in nature, which allows them to be treated as exogenous informational shocks
about future revenue, and their locations largely depend on geographic conditions and thus
are plausibly exogenous to political and economic factors (Lei and Michaels, 2014). We
focus on presidential support because chief executives hold disproportionate decision-making
power over how oil rents are spent, especially in Africa (Omgba, 2009). There is, however,
still enough political competition in competitive authoritarian contexts like Uganda to allow
for meaningful shifts in electoral support (Tripp, 2010).
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Our second goal is to explore whether changes in the political fortunes of the president
vary by the local political context, namely the extent to which a locality has electorally
supported the chief executive in the past. Historical support potentially plays a critical role
in conditioning the effects of oil discoveries because of how it shapes citizen-leader interaction over the benefits and costs of future oil production. This follows from research on
distributive politics, which shows how electoral responsiveness to distributive promises—and
consequently leaders’ promises of targeted benefits—varies across ‘core’, ‘swing’, and ‘opposition’ localities (for literature reviews, see Stokes et al., 2013 and Golden and Min, 2013.)
While this literature predominantly shows that the biggest electoral gains occur in swing
(or sometimes core) constituencies, research on distributive politics in authoritarian settings
suggests scope for political gains in ‘opposition’ localities (see Golden and Min, 2013, 8182). Oil discoveries in opposition localities increase their economic and political value to
the incumbent, strengthening incentives to promise benefits to buy support and forestall
unrest (Caselli and Cunningham, 2009; Dal Bo and Powell, 2009). While these efforts could
increase incumbent support if promises are viewed as credible, the prevalence of information
and commitment problems suggest that they often will not be (Dal Bo and Powell, 2009;
Paine, 2019), which could further deepen antagonism towards the incumbent in opposition
localities. Thus, it is critical to explore how historical support for the incumbent conditions
the effects of discoveries because oil localities might bestow electoral gains and others losses,
resulting in average effects that obscure important underlying variation. Such an investigation can also inform much needed theory development on the subnational distributive
politics of oil. In our analysis, we draw on the fortuitous empirical fact that Ugandan oil was
discovered near stronghold, competitive, and opposition localities, allowing us to examine
the heterogeneous effects of oil discoveries.
We find that oil discoveries in Uganda caused a small but meaningful increase in the president’s electoral support. These modest average effects indeed obscure important variation,
however: we find large increases in localities with intermediate levels of past support compared to far smaller increases in stronghold areas and decreases in opposition localities. This
indicates that, even during the pre-production period, oil discoveries allowed the incumbent
chief executive to make political gains in precisely those localities that have historically been
more electorally competitive. Ultimately, this paper shows that oil discoveries can contribute
to incumbency advantage even without any changes to the country’s revenue base; draws
attention to the political importance of the pre-production period; and calls for a deeper
understanding how and why the electoral and political consequences of oil discoveries vary
subnationally.

3
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Empirical Strategy

Oil in commercial quantities was first discovered in Uganda in the Albertine Graben region
in June 2006 (see Figure 1). As a low-income country characterized by weak state capacity,
weak electoral institutions, competitive authoritarianism, and a history of civil conflict,
Uganda is at risk of an emergent resource curse. Additionally, as in many African countries,
Uganda has a long-time incumbent chief executive in President Yoweri Museveni, who has
used his executive authority to assert control over the nascent oil sector (Langer et al., 2019).

Figure 1: This figure shows the location of the oil discoveries (white triangles) and the
location of oil parishes (red) versus non-oil parishes (blue) as defined by our binary measure.
More intense shading, regardless of color, indicates stronger pre-discovery vote share for
Museveni. Light grey polygons predominantly indicate uninhabited areas, including national
parks near the discoveries, while dark grey parishes are excluded from the main analysis.
Our key independent variable is based on localities’ distance to one of Uganda’s eight
oil wells discovered in 2006-2007 (see Figure 1). For each of more than 5,000 parishes—
Uganda’s second smallest administrative unit—we calculate the distance between a parish
centroid and the geo-referenced location of the nearest oil discovery. We use the parish as
4

our unit of analysis because many salient public goods, such as primary schools and health
clinics, are assigned to and operate at the parish-level, making it a highly relevant unit for
promising future benefits. Additionally, because we expect outcomes to be a function of
distance to the nearest oil discovery, parishes provide the most precise measure of distance
possible given available data.
For ease of analysis, we create a binary indicator where we define all parishes within
100 kilometers (km) of a well as in the ‘treatment’ group (oil localities) and all parishes
between 101 and 200km as control (non-oil localities). Interviews and a thorough review of
reports from the Ugandan media suggest that this is an appropriate bandwidth. We also
present results using two continuous measures of proximity to a discovery, one using the
inverse of each parish’s distance to the nearest well in 10 km units and the other using an
IHS-transformation that allows us to retain zero-valued observations and to interpret results
in percentage terms (see Appendix G). Our main analysis excludes parishes that are more
than 200km.
Our main outcome of interest is the change in President Museveni’s win margin between
the February 2006 (pre-discovery) and 2011 (post-discovery) presidential elections, calculated
as the vote share for Museveni minus the vote share of the closest runner up. We focus
on win margin because it is a function of both political support and changes in overall
competitiveness. However, our results are similar when focusing on Museveni’s vote share
as the outcome of interest in Appendices G-J.
We compiled our data from the Uganda Electoral Commission and created the most
comprehensive and detailed collection of parish-level elections results across four elections
in Uganda to date (for more on how we constructed our dataset, see Appendix A). We
use a simple difference-in-difference model to obtain the average effect of the oil discovery,
estimating a regression of the following form:

yit = ηi + γt + β1 (oili · postt ) + β2 (postt · votesharei )
+ β3 (postt · voteshare2i ) + β4 (Xi · postt ) + it
where yit is Museveni’s win margin in parish i at time t, and ηi and γt are parish and year
fixed effects. oili is either a dummy for oil localities or the continuous measure of proximity
to the nearest discovery, postt indicates the post-discovery period, and oili × postt is the
difference-in-difference interaction term. We also include time-varying linear and quadratic
trends based on the pre-treatment (2006) levels of presidential support, represented by the
post · votesharei terms. We control flexibly for pre-treatment covariates, denoted Xi · postt
5

and cluster standard errors at the parish level.2
To estimate the heterogeneous effects of the oil discoveries, we expand the above to
estimate a triple-difference model (see Appendix C). We use a binning estimator to convert
the continuous measure of vote share into three categorical bins reflecting ‘low’, ‘medium’,
and ‘high’ historical support, which we interact with our difference-in-difference interaction
term. To estimate heterogeneous effects more flexibly, we also use kernel density estimation
to obtain the marginal effect of oil discoveries across the full range of the moderator variable.
In Appendix D, we use election data from 2001–2016 to provide evidence to support the
parallel trends assumption necessary for unbiased inference given the estimation strategies
above.

3

Results

Our analysis yields two main findings. First, as shown in Table 1, we find that, on average,
proximity to an oil discovery caused a small but meaningful increase in Museveni’s margin of
victory on average. Being within 100km of the nearest oil discovery increased the president’s
win margin by between 1.3 and 2.2 percentage points (columns 1-2). We obtain similar results
using our two continuous measures in columns 3-4 and 5-6. We find that a 10 kilometer (or
10 percent) increase in proximity yields between a 0.2 and 0.3 (0.15 and 0.23) percentage
point increase in the win margin. These results are highly robust to the inclusion of parishes
more 200km from a discovery as control units and of additional presidential elections (adding
2001 and/or 2016) (see Appendices G-J). These latter results, which show that oil discoveries
allowed Museveni to strengthen his political power over at least ten years and two general
election cycles, serve to reinforce the importance of the pre-production period.
Second, we find that the effects of proximity to an oil discovery vary substantially depending on a locality’s historical level of incumbent support. Panel A of Figure 2 shows
how the effects of proximity to an oil discovery vary across ‘opposition’, ‘competitive, and
‘stronghold’ parishes (those with less than 40%, 40-60%, and greater than 60% vote share
for Museveni in the 2006 presidential elections, respectively). The results reveal that the
oil discoveries caused a substantial increase in electoral support for Museveni in precisely
those localities that had previously been most electorally competitive. Smaller increases in
stronghold localities were likely limited by ceiling effects while smaller decreases in opposition localities provide suggestive evidence of deepening antagonism towards the president.
2

Controls include parish-level pre-treatment measures of population, voter turnout, poverty
(see Appendix B), share employed in agriculture, and share that are coethnics with the
president.
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Table 1: Effect of Oil Discovery on Presidential Win Margin (2006-2011)

Binary (w/in 100km)

Treatment Variable
Proximity (10 km)

ihs(Proximity)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Oil

0.022∗∗∗
(0.007)

0.013∗
(0.007)

0.003∗∗∗
(0.001)

0.002∗∗∗
(0.001)

0.023∗∗∗
(0.004)

0.015∗∗∗
(0.004)

Controls
DV
Observations
Adjusted R2

Share
Margin
5,006
0.946

Full
Margin
5,006
0.951

Share
Margin
5,006
0.946

Full
Margin
5,006
0.951

Share
ihs(Margin)
5,006
0.941

Full
ihs(Margin)
5,006
0.947

Notes: Sample includes parishes within 200km of nearest oil discovery. Pre-treatment
flexible controls include parish-level measurements of president’s vote share and its
square (labeled ‘Share’), voter turnout, population, a wealth index, and the share of
population employed in agriculture and coethnics with the president. ∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05;
∗∗∗
p<0.01
This pattern of findings is reinforced by the nonlinear marginal effects models reported in
Panel B.
We examine a number of possible explanations for these results in Appendix E. While
the mechanism evidence is suggestive, it indicates that oil discoveries affected the electoral
and distributive bargains between voters and the incumbent president, to differential effect
in stronghold, competitive, and opposition localities. It is most likely that the oil discoveries
either induced Museveni to increase promises to voters in oil, especially competitive oil, localities or prompted voters in those localities to engage in ‘strategic signalling’—preemptively
voting for Museveni in 2011 in order to send a credible signal of willingness to reward for
future oil benefits (Gottlieb et al., 2019). This follows from anecdotal evidence that Museveni has a history of winning at the polls in part by exerting tight control over distributive
benefits and by explicitly tying benefits to supplying political support.3 We find further support for such dynamics through an original analysis of newspaper articles, which shows that
Museveni indeed made more campaign promises to oil localities (Appendix E.1). Additional
analysis using Afrobarometer survey data, reported in Appendix E.2, shows a corresponding
increase in expectations of future benefits among voters in those localities. Importantly,
changes in electoral support for Museveni appear to be driven entirely by interaction over
future benefits; we find no evidence of increases in actual spending or public goods provision
3

https://web.archive.org/save/https://chimpreports.com/museveni-to-kampalamoney-cant-reach-you-when-you-vote-wrong-people/.
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in the pre-production period. We also rule out a number of alternative explanations in Appendix F, including that oil discoveries caused differential increases in electoral intimidation
or migration that changed the political composition of the electorate.

4

Conclusion

Research on the resource curse remains centrally concerned with understanding why oil
production strengthens incumbents in some contexts and weakens them in others through
unrest, violence, and the emergence of political challengers. We show that while oil discoveries caused a modest increase in electoral support for the chief executive in Uganda on
average, Museveni experienced the biggest gains in localities that had only moderately supported him in the past. Our evidence suggests that these results are not due to increases
in actual spending or electoral intimidation but rather to the way in which oil discoveries
shape the electoral and distributive bargains between voters and incumbent chief executives.
Ultimately, these findings highlight the importance of the pre-production period, showing
that oil discoveries strengthen incumbency advantage in precisely those locations that historically were more competitive and, moreover, that these dynamics arise (and could become
entrenched) long before revenues actually start to flow.
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Figure 2: Effect of oil discovery on presidential margin of victory across levels of pre-treatment presidential vote share. Panel
(a) bins the moderator according to historical levels of support, as described in the main text. Panel (b) estimates marginal
effects as a smooth function across the range of the moderator. Nonlinear marginal effects are calculated using kernel density
estimation.

While our results come from the single case of Uganda, we expect them to generalize
broadly to other competitive authoritarian regimes (see the discussion in Appendix K). As
such, they should motivate future research into how oil discoveries shape the distributive and
electoral bargains between voters and incumbents and, moreover, how these bargains vary
depending on whether discoveries occur in core, competitive, or opposition localities. Importantly, such research could help to bridge the gap between the political and conflict curse
literatures by using a single moderating factor like historical incumbent support to explain
why oil deepens incumbency advantage in some cases (i.e. when discovered in stronghold
or competitive localities) and weakens it in others (i.e. when discovered in opposition localities). This is critical because few studies in the growing literature on the subnational
political resource curse have examined how historical incumbent support shapes the political
consequences of oil discoveries. In contrast, research on the conflict curse has long focused on
the consequences for unrest and violence when oil is discovered in opposition (or marginalized) localities (Asal et al., 2016; Hunziker and Cederman, 2017), but paid little attention to
what transpires when oil is discovered in non-opposition localities. While our findings emerge
from exploratory analysis and we seek to avoid post-hoc hypothesis-testing, our results call
for more research into how historical incumbent support shapes the subnational distributive politics of oil, with important implications for both local and national-level political
outcomes.
More generally, our results highlight the need for further attention to the pre-production
period because longer-run outcomes could be driven by pre- versus post-production differences in expectations. Raised expectations in the pre-production period may set the stage
for even more incumbent support if those expectations are realized or for subsequent disappointment if those expectations are thwarted. Understanding how expectations change
across pre- and post-production periods may offer new insights into incumbency advantage
highlighted in the political resource curse literature or into the underlying roots of deepseated grievances highlighted in conflict curse literature.
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